Sir, Your letter to the Honorable Samuel Adams, etc., containing your reasons for dissenting from the opinion of your colleagues in Convention claims (in my humble opinion) the thanks of the public at large, not so much for the ingenious composition, as the opportunity it affords of detecting its fallacy and dissipation any impression which so extraordinary a piece, written with such extraordinary art, might make on the minds of men unacquainted with the nature and good policy of government.

Your conduct therein appears to me more ambiguous than the Constitution you reprobate, and yet methinks I am not mistaken in my constructions thereon. Your dissenting from the unanimous voice of so respectable a body as composed the Convention, every way equal, if not superior to yourself, borders more of arrogance than genuine public spirit, as it certainly implies a consciousness on your part of superior wisdom; and you doubtless conceived that you had a peculiar talent of representing your conduct in a most plausible and conspicuous point of view, and thereby display a greatness of soul, not only in having dared to stand alone in opposition to many great men, but in publishing your fortitude to the world, vainly concluding that the most favorable construction would attend that independent rectitude thereby manifested; and that in case you could by any specious pretense or ambiguous innuendoes defeat the completion of the new Constitution (for you have taken great care not to elucidate, to any kind of proof, the facts you have stated, artfully supposing that it was much easier for you, with all your abilities, to say that the adoption of the new Constitution would deprive the people of all liberty, than to prove it), your greatness would rise in proportion to the magnitude of the feat you had performed, that your wisdom and integrity would then be established as immovable as Atlas. While all your brethren, colleagues in Convention, must sink in public esteem for having presumed to form a constitution so glaringly big with errors that even common capacities could discover its insidious-ness, altho you by yourself remonstrated and bore testimony against it, which alone was sufficient reason for its abolition; could you, sir, effect this, you might reasonably expect that no constitution would take place, but such as you should model and approve. Our worthy General [Washington], who was at the head of the Convention (whose wisdom and zeal for the welfare of America never has been called in question, and who, under God, may be considered as the savior of our country), would no longer be able to vie with you. His conduct must be censured, while yours would be extolled, and your greatness built upon his ruins.

I conceive that no further remarks are necessary in order to point out the absurdity of your observations (until you shall by fair rules of logic and clear reasoning demonstrate the same to be well grounded) than to declare that there is adequate provision in the Constitution for a representation of the people, that they have security for the right of election, and that all the bugbears you suggest are groundless, and exist only in your own wild imagination, and that these observations of mine are, to all intents and purposes, as conclusive as yours. Until you shall more fully elucidate the facts you state, and then you may expect a reply.
I would fain ask you whether a complete federal government can be formed without bearing in some measure a resemblance of a national government, and whether the present Constitution will be the worse because it has the shadow of a national government and the substance of a republican one? Is there anything so baneful in the name of nation that because we cannot form a good constitution totally dissimilar from that of all other nations that we must have no government at all? For my own part, I conceive that the greater resemblance our Constitution bears to that of a national government, the greater will be the advantages resulting from it, as other nations will stamp it with credit, less or more, as it approaches a national system. And will you grumble because they are pleased with a shadow that frightens you, while we retain the substance of a complete republican government.

Your observation that anarchy may ensue should the Constitution be rejected is a just one, and sufficiently alarming to dispel any groundless fears predicated on capricious suggestions that any ill consequence can take place by its adoption.

Your letter has more of insinuation than reason, more plausibility than fact, and merits an answer from NOBODY.

P.S. The foregoing, having been written in haste, should anything illiberal have escaped my pen, I sincerely ask your pardon, for altho there appears nothing laudable in your line of conduct, yet, as it was a great stride towards fame (tho I fear a leap in the dark), it merits some palliation, but between you and that City is a great gulf, a purgatory, and Father Dominic is severe and will exact the uttermost farthing; and his fees of office rise or fall in a certain ratio with the crime committed and magnitude of the object in view to be obtained.

Had you, sir, acquiesced with your brethren in Convention, you could have claimed no more than a proportionable share of the merit and thanks due from the public to that respectable body. That proportion being too small to satisfy your ambition, you have stepped aside upon an eminence higher than Etna, where you are now viewed by those nations, who, possessing some traces in their government to which perchance our new Constitution bore some little resemblance, are your principal reasons for rejecting the same, from which eminence methinks I hear you saying,

“I'll rail, I'll rant, I'll stamp, I'll sware,

“And all this I will do, because I dare.”
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